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In addition to reading the questions and answers on my site, I would suggest you check out the following, on amazon, as well as: Q1. A resalysing substance formed by ......... Bonds. Coordinated electrolymification There is no answer above: 1 Q2. A resaly with ............ temperature system of the erly. Positive Zero Negative No answer above: 3 Q3. The most commonly used part of
the two is ........... Germanium Silicon Carbon Sulphur Answer: 2 Q4. A general lead has .................. electronic chemotherapy. Answer: 4 Q5. The yield of pure germanium under standard conditions is about .......... 6 x 104 Ω cm 60 Ω cm 3 x 106 Ω cm 6 x 10-4 Ω cm Answer: 2 Q6. The yield of a pure silicone is about ............... 100 Ω cm 6000 Ω cm 3 x 105 Ω m 6 x 10-8 Ω cm
Answer: 2 Q7. When a pure semiastact is heated, its resistance .............. Go up And Down Still can not say the answer: 2 Q8. The power of a semi-lead crystal comes from ..... Force between the nucleus Force between electron-proton pairs There is no answer above: 3 Q9. When a pentavalent impurity is added to a pure resistent, it becomes ......... An insother An in-house p-type
indus p-type semi-er20: 4 Q10. Adding pentavalent impurities to a resistent creates many ..... Free Electron Hole Valence Electron Binding Electron Answer: 1 Q11. A pentavalent impurity has .......... Valence electron Answer: 2 A12. A type n-type resalym is ......... Positive positive charge Neutral charge There is no answer above: 3 Q13. A triple chemotherapy impurity has .....
Electronic chemotherapy Answer: 4 A14. Adding triple chemotherapy impurities to the realysing substance produces many ......... Hole Free Electron Valence Electron Binding Electron Answer: 1 Q15. A hole in the seller is defined as ................ A free electron The incomplete part of the A free proton pair link A replies to the free neutron: 2 Q16. The level of impurities in an external
reded is about ..... pure reeds. 10 atoms for 108 atoms 1 atom for 108 atoms 1 atom for 104 atoms 1 atom for 100 atoms Answer: 2 Q17. When doping to a pure resister increases, the mass resistance of the resisting substance ........... Staying up and down There is no answer above: 3 Q18. A hole and an electron nearby will tend to .......... Repelling each other Attracting each
other Does not affect each other There is no answer above: 2 Q19. In a resed, the current is due to ..... Only holes Only free electrons Holes and free electrons There is no answer above: 3 Q20. Random movement of holes and free electrons that provoke heat is called .......... Diffusion pressure ionization There is no answer above: 1 Q21. A diode connects pn bias towards have
the power of kΩ Ω MΩ There is no answer above: 1 Q22. The battery connection required to forward bias a pn fork is ...... +ve terminal to p and -ve terminal to n -ve terminal to n -ve terminal to p and -ve terminal to n No answer above: 1 Q23. Voltage barrier at a pn junction for germanium is about ......... Answer: 4 Q24. In the depleted area of a pn junction, there is a shortage .....
Acceptor ion Holes and Electrons Donor Ions There is no answer above: 2 Q25. A backwards bias pn fork there............ Very narrow depletion layer Almost no very low current current large current Flow Answer: 2 Q26. A pn fork acts as a .......... Two-way Conversion Switch Switch One-way Switch No answer above: 3 Q27. An inverted biased pn fork has the Ω of the Ω kΩ MΩ
There is no answer above: 3 Q28. The line leaking on a pn junction is due.............. Minority Carrier Majority Of Electric Junction Carriers No answer above: 1 Q29. When the temperature of the external partied substance increases, the pronounced effect is on ...... The majority of carriers do not have the answer above: 2 Q30. With forward bias to a pn fork, the width of the layer is
depleted......... The increase decrease remains the same No answer above: 1 Q31. The line leaking in a pn fork is the answer order: 4 Q32. In an inland partior, the number of free electrons ......... By the number of holes Greater than the number of holes Less than the number of holes There is no answer above: 1 Q33. At room temperature, an inland thermos has .......... Multiple
holes only A few free electrons and holes Many free electrons only No holes or free electrons Answer: 2 Q34. At absolute temperatures, an inland thermos has .......... A few free electrons Many holes Many free electrons No holes or free electrons Answer: 4 Q35. At room temperature, an inner silicon crystal acts approximately as ...... A conductor A piece of copper wire an inslable
answer: 3 Q36. Under normal conditions a diode conducts the current when it is ............... reverse bias forward saturated avalanche bias Answer: 2 Q37. The term bias in electronics usually means .......... the value of the ac voltage in the signal. the state of the current through a pn junction. the value of dc voltage for the device to work normally. status of diode. Answer: 3 Check
the final resources on basic electronic questions and answers. With hundreds of wise chapter questions &amp; answers on Basic Electronics, this is the most comprehensive question bank on the entire internet In addition to reading the questions and answers on my site, I would suggest you check the following, on amazon, as well as: Tags MCQ Select questions and answers on
electronic devices Puzzle questions and PDF answers Electronic Devices Questions and Answer MCQ Guidelines You have completed the previous test. Therefore you cannot start over. You must be logged in or registered to start the test. You must complete the following test, to begin this test: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Tags MCQ Questions and multiple
choice answers on electronic devices Puzzle questions and electronic device answers PDF Questions and answers 1. Inland fuses are those A.Which are made of semiastacts in its purest form B.Which have a C.Which has more electrons than the D.Which hole is available locally A.Which is made of the lead material in its purest form 2. Inland realysing at room temperature will
be available, ................. available for A.Electrons B.Holes C.Both electrons and D.None holes of C.Both electrons and hole 3 above. A pure indus acts as an inslerator at 00 K because A.There is no re-combining of electrons with B.Drift holes the velocity of free electrons is very small C.Free electrons are not available for lead line D.Energy possessed by electrons at low
temperatures is almost no C.Free electron is not available for current 4. Among these is a a.Diamond B.Arsenic C.Phosphorous D.Gallium arsenide D.Gallium arsenide 5. The energy gap is more in silicon than in germanium because A.It has fewer B.It electrons with a higher atomic number C.Its crystals have a much stronger binding called D. Its chemotherapy electrons are more
closely associated with nuclii D.Their chemotherapy electrons are more closely bound to their parent nuclii 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Next&gt; 1. A resalysing substance formed by ......... Bonds. A. Plus chemotherapy B. Chemotherapy C. Coordination D. None of the ANS above:- A 2. A resaly with ............ temperature system of the erly. A. Positive B. Zero C. Negative D. None of the
ANS above:- C 3. The most commonly used part of the two is ........... A. Germanium B. Silicon C. Carbon D. Sulfur ANS:- B The theory of leading question 4. A general lead has .................. electronic chemotherapy. 2 3 6 4 ANS:- D 5. The yield of pure germanium under standard conditions is about .......... 6 x 104 O cm 60 O cm 3 x 106 O cm 6 x 10-4 O cm ANS:- B 6. The yield of
a pure silicone is about ............... 100 O cm 6000 O cm 3 x 105 O m 6 x 10-8 O cm ANS:- B 7. When a pure semiastact is heated, its resistance .............. Going up and down Remains the same Can not say ANS:- B 8. The power of a semi-lead crystal comes from ..... Mid-force Force between electron-pair links There are no links among the ANS above:- C 9. When a pentavalent
impurity is added to a pure resistent, it becomes ......... An insother An in-house p-type indus p-type indusing of the ANS:- D 10 semi-lead. Adding pentavalent impurities to a resistent creates many ..... The free electron Hole Valence Electron Binding Electron ANS:- A 11. A pentavalent impurity has .......... Electron chemotherapy 3 5 4 6 ANS:- B 12. A type n-type resalym is .........
Positively charged Neutrality No ANS above: - C 13. A triple chemotherapy impurity has ..... electron chemotherapy 4 5 6 3 ANS:- D 14. Adding triple chemotherapy impurities to the realysing substance produces many ......... Hole free electron Valence electron binding electron ANS:- A 15. A hole in the seller is defined as ................ A free electron Incomplete part of the pair link
electron A free proton A free neutron ANS:- B 16. The level of impurities in an external reded is about ..... pure reeds. 10 atoms for 108 atoms 1 atom for 108 atoms 1 atom for 104 atoms 1 atom for 100 Atoms ANS:- B 17. When doping to a pure resister increases, the mass resistance of the resisting substance ........... Still maintaining the decrease No ANS above:- C 18. A hole
and an electron nearby will tend to .......... Repelling each other Attracting each other No effect on each other No ANS above:- B 19. In a resed, the current is due to ..... Only holes Only free electrons Holes and free electrons No ans above:- C 20. Random movement of holes and free electrons that provoke heat is called .......... Diffusion pressure ionization No ANS above:- A 21. A
forward biased pn connector diode has the force of the order O kO MO No ANS above:- A 22. The battery connection required to forward bias a pn fork is ...... +ve terminal to p and -ve terminal to n -ve terminal to n -ve terminal to p and -ve terminal to n No ans above:- A 23. Voltage barrier at a pn junction for germanium is about ......... 5 V 3 V Zero 3 V ANS:- D 24. In the depleted
area of a pn junction, there is a shortage ..... Acceptor ion holes and electrons Donor ions None of the ANS above:- B 25. A backwards bias pn fork there............ Very narrow layer of decline Almost no very low current current large current FLOW ANS:- B 26. A pn fork acts as a .......... One-way Conversion Switch Control Switch No one-way switches are among the ANS:- C 27
above. An inverted bias pn fork has the resistance of the O kO MO order None of the ANS above:- C 28. The line leaking on a pn junction is due.............. Aircraft carrier minority Majority of aircraft carriers Dung None of the above ANS:- A 29. When the temperature of a the lead is increased, the pronounced effect is on ...... Power intersections The majority of carriers Do not have
ans above:- B 30. With forward bias to a pn fork, the width of the layer is depleted......... The decrease in the tank remains the same No ANS above:- A 31. The leak line in a pn junction is in the order of Aa mA kA μA ANS:- D 32. In an inland partior, the number of free electrons ......... Equal to the number of losses Greater than the number of holes There are no holes in the
number of ANS above:- A 33. At room temperature, an inland thermos has .......... Multiple holes only A few electrons and free holes Many free electrons only No holes or free electrons ANS:- B 34. At absolute temperatures, an inland thermos has .......... A few free electrons Many free electrons No holes or free electrons ANS:- D 35. At room temperature, an inner silicon crystal
acts approximately as ...... A conductor A piece of copper wire ans:- B SEMICONDUCTOR THEORY Questions and answers pdf download for free :: ::
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